
APPENDIX C

Plate 
Number

Do you think 
a fare 

increase is 
necessary?

Please give your full reasons for this? Do you have views on any other points 
concerning fares that you wish to make at this 

time?

Distance of 1 mile 
or less

Each additional 
mile

27 Yes 3.20 2.00

Since Feb 06  the price of diesel has risen by 
over 21% from about 94p per litre to 114p per 
litre

An  increase would help drivers maintain their earnings 
in the face of soaring fuel prices, increased licensing 
costs and rises in insurance premiums.  Overall, the 
proposed increase will raise fares by between 8 - 10% 
depending on the length of the journey

5 Yes

141 Yes

I think the pull-off should stay as it is, but 
thinking about the cost of fuel and where its 
likely to be in another 2 years, I think that there 
should be an adjustment to the cost per mile 
thereafter pull-off

62/95 Yes 3.20 1.88 Waiting time to remain at the same price

25 Yes 3.00 for first 3/
4 mile

0.20 for each 1/10 
mile (176 yards)

Waiting time in both cases:
For each period of 45 seconds - 20p

26 Yes

133 Yes

I would prefer that the pull-off rate of £3.00 is left 
unchanged but increase the amount per mile 
thereafter

35 Yes 3.50
I feel with the fuel price rises, £3.50 for the first 
mile would be a minimum

Would Breckland Council also consider what's going to 
happen to fuel prices in the next 12 months

40 Yes

42 Yes
Would prefer a drop in mileage rather than a 
fare increase

36 Yes
58 No

75 Yes
Too many community cars taking jobs from us 
all

6/103 Yes

Wants King's Lynn Council to increase their 
fares to ours, which would enable us to use the 
meter more often

92 Yes
15 Yes

128 Yes 3.50

If yes, what is your suggestion for 
the following:
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Numerous Yes

139 Yes Would like an increase of 50p per mile
102/69 Yes

111 Yes

After seeing the rise in fuel prices over the last 2 
years I feel an acceptable rise in HC fares 
should be 80p to £1.00

4 Yes 3.50
56 Yes

1 Yes 3.50

At least to £3.50 on tariff as fuel prices are liable 
to increase to around £1.30 per litre over next 
few months

24 Yes
If price goes up all hackney vehicles to use 
meter on all jobs as part of conditions

19 Yes 3.20 2.00

20 Yes

Since last fare review/increase in fuel prices by 
55%.  This is a taxi drivers greatest expense but 
insurance, road tax, badges, plates, MOT, 
service and maintenance have also increased

Would it be possible that a regular review of fares could 
be introduced (6 months or 1 year) so that this problem 
does no re-occur.  Please also increase meters fares by 
a substantial amount (80p to £1.00)

56 Yes
As we are unlikely to get a further increase in the 
near future I suggest 20% now

Numerous Yes Due to hug increase in fuel prices

Numerous No
People will not ride at today's prices and an 
increase will further detour them

43 Yes 3.80 - 4.00

134 No

Pointless as none of the taxis in this town even 
switch their meters on for a local fare, although 
there is no over charging, there are numerous 
cases of under charging and as this council 
seems fit, not to appoint an officer to check that 
the meters are being used

Numerous Yes

Reduce mileage rate so fare starts at £3.00 but 
only do 8/10 of a mile before it goes up to £3.20.  
Increase 2nd mile from £1.80 to £2.00 - 20p 
every 1/10 of a mile or 40p every 1/5 of a mile.  2 
mile rate - £5.20


